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Grid cells in medial entorhinal cortex are thought to act as a neural metric for spatial navigation. A new study
has examined the ability of grid cells to use self-motion cues to form a global map across fragmented spaces.Envision touring a new hotel. Step out of
the elevator, into the hallway and identical
rooms cascading down a uniform hallway
greet you. To determine your current
location as youmove down the hall, would
you use internal self-motion cues, which
give you a general sense of distance
traveled?Orwould you begin to learn your
location based on external sensory cues
in the hallway: the ice machine, a passe´
painting, or particular room numbers? In
this issue of Current Biology, Carpenter
et al. [1], provide new insight into how
medial entorhinal cortex (MEC), which
contains a neural map of the spatial
environment, uses self-motion versus
sensory cues to generate maps of
compartmentalized environments.
Self-localization, or the ability to
determine one’s location within a spatial
environment, depends on neural circuits
in the MEC, which translate the external
environment into an internal map of
space. The MEC is the brain region within
which are found the so-called grid cells:
neurons that provide the neural metric
of the animal’s internal spatial map,
encoding distance traveled by firing in
multiple, regularly spaced locations [2].
Previous work demonstrated that across
environments, for example open arenas in
different rooms, grid firing fields shift and
rotate to create non-overlapping maps of
different spatial contexts [3]. These maps
remain stable for hours, or even days,
pointing to sensory cues as a key element
for anchoring the grid pattern to the
environment [2,3]. The real world
however, is not composed of isolated
open arenas, but rather of multiple,
fragmented spaces that are contiguously
connected (for example, hotel rooms off
of a hallway). In such compartmentalized
environments, how does the grid map
weigh external sensory input against
internal self-motion cues when generating
a map of space? Carpenter et al. [1]R362 Current Biology 25, R362–R383, May 4provide new insight on this question by
exploring the process of forming a grid
map across two connected, but identical,
environmental arenas.
Carpenter et al. [1] posit that, for grid
cells to serve as the neural basis of
path-integration-based navigation as
proposed [2], theymust form a globalmap
across fragmented spaces. Using in vivo
tetrode recordings, they measured the
activity of individual MEC grid neurons as
rats moved between two identical arenas
connected by a single hallway. The
authors then designed an algorithm to
classify the grid maps of each arena as
either local or global: in the local map
case, the grid map would be perfectly
replicated in both arenas (Figure 1A, top);
in the global map case, the grid maps in
the two arenas would form a continuous
representation of space (Figure 1A,
bottom). Initially, Carpenter et al. [1],
found that the grid map is replicated
across the two arenas, resulting in a
local map. With continued experience
however, the grid cells shifted to form a
global map. This ability of the grid network
to form a global representation across
fragmented space serves as a proof of
principle that grid cells could provide a
neural metric for path-integration-based
navigation in complex, compartmentalized
environments.
What is the mechanism underlying the
shift from a local to global grid map? One
possibility is that the initial local map
results from the grid network anchoring
to the identical visual cues present in
both arenas. With continued exploration
between the two arenas, however,
self-motion and visual cues may begin to
conflict. As the visual cues are identical in
both arenas, they provide no information
regarding which arena the rat is exploring;
at the same time, however, self-motion
cues are providing accurate information
regarding the rat’s location. This could, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedweaken the input to the grid network from
brain regions representing the visual cues,
resulting in a self-motion anchored grid
map [4]. If grid cell firing is derived from
path integration, as has been suggested,
it is somewhat surprising that the grid
map initially anchors to the visual cues.
Anchoring of the grid network to sensory
cues is likelymediated viamodifications in
connectivity and, thus, would develop
with experience [4–6]. The initial anchoring
to the visual cues, however, could reflect
connectivity set up during the rat’s prior
training experience in a similar arena, but
nonetheless demonstrates that the grid
map can flexibly weigh the influence of
external sensory cues.
How does the grid network differentially
weigh the importance of sensory versus
self-motion cues? Network models of
head direction cells, the neural metric for
orientation, have long proposed that
Hebbian connections play a key role in
anchoring head direction responses to
sensory cues in the local environment
[4,7,8]. Hebbian learning promotes the
establishment of connections between
sensory systems and the head direction
network that are flexibly modified by
inputs such as landmark geometry or cue
stability [4,9]. These associations can be
established on time scales as short as
minutes and help predict the behavior
of the network when cues are in conflict
[10]. For example, a visual cue will only
develop a strong influence over the head
direction system if the rat perceives it as
stable [8]. A similar type of plasticity may
occur in the grid network, allowing the
grid map to flexibly weigh the importance
of sensory input based on the reliability or
features of the sensory cues available.
What sensory cues might anchor the
grid network? Complementing the
findings reported by Carpenter et al. [1],
two other recent papers [6,11] offer






Figure 1. Anchoring and distortion in the grid network.
Illustrations of grid cell rate maps are shown. Grid cell activity is color coded for maximum (red) and
minimum (blue) values. (A) A local (top) versus global (bottom) grid map in two identical arenas located
next to each other in space [1]. (B) With experience (right), the grid pattern shears relative to the
geometry of the environment [6]. (C) The grid pattern distorts in a long trapezoid [11].
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extensive experience in a familiar arena,
grid patterns shear relative to the
geometry of the environment (Figure 1B).
This result points to arena geometry as a
key element anchoring the grid pattern.
Second, Krupic et al. [11] demonstrate
that environmental boundaries can cause
grid distortion, reminiscent of grid
fragmentation in a linearized open arena
[12] (Figure 1C). These two papers,
combined with the findings of Carpenter
et al. [1], provide important insights into
how different inputs can flexibly anchor,
or even distort, the grid map. How the grid
network weighs the relative influence of
internal self-motion cues, environmental
geometry or other sensory inputs may
depend on the experience of the animal,
the current environment being explored
or, potentially, even what task the rat is
trying to solve. This differential influence
of inputs on the grid network could cause
phase shift or distortions in portions of the
environment where the network is
strongly linked to environmental cues or
geometry, as in Stensola et al. [6] and
Krupic et al. [11]. On the other hand, a
similar mechanism could lead to a global
map across fragmented space when
self-motion cues provide themost reliable
signal regarding the animal’s location, as
in Carpenter et al. [1].
The results of Carpenter et al. [1]
also have important implications for
computational models of grid cell
formation. Network level attractormodels of grid formation rely on recurrent
neural architecture to generate a periodic
activity pattern across a network of
neurons [5,13]. This activity pattern is then
translated across the network according
to the animal’s movement, giving rise to
periodic grid responses. The translation of
the activity pattern is invariant, meaning
that the grid cell pattern should be uniform
across any individual environment.
Carpenter et al. [1] report, however, that
the global grid map begins to appear in
the portion of the arena near the corridor
entrance first. This non-uniformity in grid
anchoring is similar, in some ways, to
what is seen in the grid pattern when an
animal takes a novel shortcut through a
linearized arena [12] or the grid distortion
observed only in one end of elongated
trapezoids [11]. Future modifications to
current attractor models could potentially
replicate these effects, but new
assumptions may need to be made
regarding the inputs to the network.
The findings of Carpenter et al. [1],
as well as those of Stensola et al. [6]
and Krupic et al. [11], raise a number of
interesting questions. For example,
precisely how and why the grid map
anchors to environmental cues remains
to be fully elucidated. Moreover, if
environmental cues can play such a key
role in determining the grid map in
rodents, would sensory input have an
even stronger influence over the grid
maps in species heavily reliant on vision
for navigating the world? Are self-motionCurrent Biology 25, R362–R383, May 4, 2015 ªand environmental geometry the only
inputs that can anchor the grid pattern or,
under some circumstances, would other
sensory components, such as odor, play
a role? While many questions certainly
remain, Carpenter et al. [1] add an
important finding to the broad discussion
of how the grid map is anchored to the
external world.
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